
 

Shalhevet Town Hall: Agenda Proposal  

Brief Statement of Idea: Please state the proposal idea in a few brief sentences.  

Ex: If teachers are over ten minutes late to any given class, students the class will not 

have homework for that given night in that class. 

Research: Ask students around the school about their opinions. Use other schools as 

reference.   

Ex: All the students in the class wish to vote on it, and a majority of the teachers have 

agreed to consider it. 

Proposal: Create a detailed proposal. It is beneficial to list multiple solutions to the 

problem so that they can ALL be discussed during an Agenda Meeting and/or Town Hall. 

Ex: If a teacher is more than ten minutes late to any given class that class will not have 

homework of any sorts from that teacher until the class next meets. Quizzes may not be 

given the class following the class period when the teacher came late. This will apply to 

A boy student should be allowed to wear a flannel or open button-down shirt if they are wearing
a T-shirt under because a flannel and open button-down shirt both have collars.

All the boys that I have asked agreed that they should be allowed because there is nothing
not appropriate about them and they do not break any dress code rules besides the rule
regarding the top two buttons.



all non-AP teachers throughout both semesters of the school year, unless revoked by a 

vote of the Just Community hereafter. 

Enforcement: create a system to enforce the policy – may include consequences, 

restrictions, specifications, and other enforcement strategies. 

Any male student should be allowed to wear a flannel or open button-down shirt as long as
they are wearing a T-shirt under and the T-shirt is appropriate. The student must be following
all other dress code rules.

If any teacher sees that a student not wearing a flannel is breaking dresscode they may
take away that students privilege of wearing a flannel. It will also count as one of the strikes
of the dress code and they will also have to get a collared shirt from the front desk if they do
not have one.


